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Break Structure of Forward Peaks of Elastic pp and Pp Scattering at High Energies
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We examine the implication of the unitarity bounds for the differential cross section to the break
structure of the forward peak of elastic pp and pp scattering observed at the squared momentum transfer
~t~ =0.1-0.15 (GeV/c)' at high energies. The break is suggested to occur at around 8.8/R$ ( ~t(
& 14.7/R$, Ro being the interaction radius given in terms of cr, /crd. This fits well with the experimental

data of pp scattering in the energy region Js =10-60 GeV and Pp in 10-546 GeV. Scaling with the
variable ta, /cjd is discussed.

PACS numbers: 13.85.0z, 12.40.Pp

It was pointed out by Carrigan [1] two decades ago
that the forward peak of the differential cross section of
elastic pp scattering shows a break structure in the ener-

gy region Pj =19-30 GeV/c. The logarithmic slope b
changes in the region of the squared momentum transfer

~
t

~

—0.15 (GeV/c) by an amount —2 (GeV/c)
Since then this break structure has been observed at
higher energies, from below the energies of the CERN
ISR to the energies of the CERN SppS, for pp and pp
scattering [2-4]. Similar curved structures of the for-
ward peaks have been observed in x —

p and K —
p scatter-

ing [2]. The origin of the break, however, seems not to
have been fully explored. Calculations of some theoreti-
cal models such as the Chou-Yang model [5] show a
similar feature (in general a curved structure rather than
a break). In most cases the structure is due to the curva-
ture property of the input amplitudes as well as the
eAects of multiple scattering.

The purpose of this Letter is to examine this problem
from the perspective of the unitarity bound to the difI'er-

ential cross section and to point out interesting relations
between the unitarity bound and the structure of the for-
ward peak.

We ignore the eA'ects of spin and consider two spinless
particles of equal masses scattered by some finite-range
interaction. The center-of-mass system (c.m. s.) scatter-
ing amplitude f(k, t) can be given in terms of the
partial-wave amplitude fj(k) as

L

f(k, t) = g (2l+ 1 )fj(k)Pj 1+
l=0 2 2

where k and t are the c.m. s. momentum and the squared
momentum transfer, respectively, and I. is the cutoA an-
gular momentum arising from the finite interaction
range. We define the interaction radius Ro by kRo
=L+ 1.

By using the Bessel-function representation of the
Legendre polynomials, we have the following asymptotic
form at small —t for the stationary values of the

with

g (t) =2J) (QpP( t ) )/&p J[t),

B(t) =[[Jp(Roast()]'+ [J,(Rpd]t [)]'-~'(t)] '", (3)

where Jo and Jl are the Bessel functions. The quantity a
is given by

a = [(x —xp)/xp] '/',

where x is the elasticity o,)/tT, and xp is a j/4jrRp. In the
following analysis we use the Bessel-function representa-
tion (2) of the bounds, which is well justified in the ener-
gy and momentum-transfer region under consideration.

We obtain two stationary values of the diff'erential
cross section, da + /dt and dtT /dt, since the constraint
by the elastic cross section is quadratic in the scattering
amplitude. The extremal properties of these two station-
ary values were studied in Ref. [71. At small momentum
transfers there are three momentum-transfer points, t,
tp, and t„which characterize the extremal properties.

The value der + /dt gives a saddle-point value between
t =0 and t„an upper bound between t =t, and t„, and
beyond t„a saddle point again, while do. /dt gives a
lower bound between t =0 and tj), then a saddle point up
to t =t„and an upper bound beyond t, . The values of t,
tp, and t, are determined by the following conditions:

a& (t) =B(t) at t =t. ,

A(t) =aB(t) at t =tp, (6)

A(t) =0 at t =t, . (7)

diff'erential cross section from the expression derived by
Arushanov when the total cross section (cr, ) and the elas-
tic cross section (cr,)) are imposed as constraints [6,7]:

2

[A(t) + aB(t)I ',
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Ro I t, I

'/ =jo t
= 2.405 .

In this case Eq. (5) takes a simple form

It. I =16trx/a, .

(9)

(10)

Equations (9) and (10) determine t, and Ro. Further-
more, a assumes a value

a = [R'It. l/4 —1] '/ =0.668.

The smallest root I tsI of Eq. (6) for a of (11) is given by

In the following analysis we are concerned with the
upper bound. Our suggestion is that two points, t~ and t ~,

will be closely associated with the break or the curvature
structure. This stems from the following simple observa-
tion. In Eq. (2) the amplitude A(t) is that of the uni-
form grey disk, while the amplitude B(t) represents the
possible scope of departure from the uniform disk. The
amplitude A (t) is rapidly decreasing, with antibreak cur-
vature, while B(t) is increasing as t is passing the point
ts. The actual amplitude may also be decomposed into
parts corresponding to these two components. Then, the
component of nonuniform disk may develop structure
around the point ts where A(t) =aB(t). The second
point t~ is where the upper bound itself shows the break
structure as will be shown later and corresponds to the
zero of A(t). Here the nonuniform component exposes
itself fully. Our conjecture is, therefore, that the change
of the t dependence will start to develop around tp and be
complete near t~.

Let us examine the plausibility of this conjecture. The
essential factor which determines these momentum-
transfer points is the interaction radius Rp. We have to
take Ro consistent with the partial-wave-unitarity condi-
tion. The strongest restriction comes from the condition
at t =t, and we take Ro such that Imft =0 there, L being
the maximum angular momentum [8]. This implies

P, (I + t/2k') = Jo(RoJI t I ) =0 at t =t. .

The first zero jo ] of the Bessel function Jo gives

10

~l (G V/)'
FIG. 1. Behavior of dot —'/dt divided by o, /16m for the pa-

rameters at =61.9 mb, x =0.215, and Rp=1.82 fm. We also
show the experimental data of the diA'erential cross section of
Pp scattering at Js =546 GeV [4] normalized in the same way.

cross sections, we have evaluated the values of Ro in the
energy region Js =10-60 GeV for pp and 10-1800 GeV
for pp, and these are shown in Table I together with

Rb =2'—[9],where b is the forward slope. Here we have
used the values of the empirical fit to the total and elastic
cross sections given by the Particle Data Group [10] and
the values of Rb are the results of our fit to the experi-
mental values of slope data.

The break structure in the region I t I
=0.1-0.15

(GeV/c) .—As was noted above, we expect the break to
occur between tp and t,. Though it is difticult to deter-
mine uniquely the breaking point by experiment, a

TABLE I. The interaction radius Rp in units of fm and the
break points t~ and t„ in units of (GeV/c) together with the ra-
dius Rb —=2Mb. The c.m. s. total energy vs is in units of GeV.

Ro Itpl = 8.756 . (12) Js Rp Rb

The point t, is given by the first zero of A(t) as

RoIt I =1468.
We show an example of da + /dt and also da /dt

divided by a, /16' at small momentum transfers in Fig. 1,
where the solid parts of the curves represent either the
maximum or the minimum limits, awhile the dashed parts
give the saddle points. Here we have taken o., =61.9 mb,
x =0.215, and R0=1.82 fm. The values of the cross sec-
tion and the elasticity are those of pp scattering at
Js =546 GeV for which diA'erential cross-section data
[4] are also shown in Fig. 1. The value Ro=1.82 fm is

given by Eqs. (9) and (10).
From the experimental data of the total and elastic
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b =o', /16trx, (14)

in the purely imaginary exponentially decreasing ampli-
tude. Incidentally t, ' is equal to b of Eq. (14), though it
is not clear whether this is mere coincidence or not.

To see this scaling feature, we plot the experimental
data of pp scattering [3,4, 121 with respect to rr, It I/x in

Fig. 2. If we overlay der + /dt, we find the ex erimental
data cluster just below the upper bound do(+ /dt in the
region ItpI ~

I t I
~

I t„I as they should. Beyond t, the
cross sections do not cluster along a single curve. The
scaling hypothesis seems to hold for the diA'erential cross

10-' =

10

~s (GeV)
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change of the slopes has been observed in the region
It I

=0.1-0.15 (GeV/c) with a tendency to move forward
as energy increases. The experimental data of the
diA'erential cross section indicate that the break looks as
though it appears around tp in the region I tpI ~ ItI ~ It rl.
These features of the experimental data are quite con-
sistent with the results for ttj and t„shown in Table I, sup-
porting our conjecture.

Scaling with Rpt.—The bound structure is determined
by the radius Rp =jp ~(a, /16ttx) '/ . This leads us to pro-
pose the scaling of the experimental data with the vari-
able Rot. The success of the scaling with the dimensional
parameter o., in the ISR region and the failure in the
SPpS region are well known. For example, o, /b is con-
stant in the ISR region, but rising at the SPpS energies
[11]. If we take cr, /xb instead, then the constant behav-
ior is recovered. In a sense this is almost trivial, as the
forward slope b is given by

section up to Js =1800 GeV at small momentum
transfers ItI ~ It„I. If we look at the experimental data
more closely, however, the observed diA'erential cross sec-
tions at 1800 GeV have no break structure: The present
data decrease exponentially up to It I

=0.6 (GeV/c)
without showing any noticeable structure [121. There-
fore, the scaling is only approximate. The point t, is in-
teresting. The experimental differential cross sections
pass over der + /dt around this point at all energies in the
range Js =10-1800 GeV. Measurements of the pp and

Pp data at energies higher than 1800 GeV are very in-
teresting in order to see whether the exponentially de-
creasing cross section will become convex or not and
whether the point t~ will still be the crossing point.

The difference between Rp and Rb can be considered as
representing roughly the size of the surface region. If we
take the approximate value (14) for b, then the ratio
Rp/Rb is 1.20. The surface region is proportional to the
interaction radius. Roughly this is a feature shared by
the Chou-Yang model. The experimental values of the
ratio are nearly constant at 1.18-1.19 for pp scattering
and weakly increasing from 1.06 at 10 GeV to 1.19 at
1800 GeV for Pp scattering.

In this paper we have discussed the implication of the
unitarity bounds to the diA'erential cross section in pp and

pp scattering. The interaction radius Ro is determined
uniquely by (9) and (10) in terms of o, and cr, ~

The.
break is suggested to be between tp and t, which specify
the unitarity bound structures, and we have found con-
sistency of this expectation with the experimental data.
The observed cross sections lie very closely to the one of
the extremal solution, da + /dt, indicating the near satu-
ration of the unitarity limits. The scaling hypothesis with
the variable a, t/x has been examined and has been found
to be consistent with the experiments up to 546 GeV.
There may be a change in the structure of the forward
peak around 1 TeV from concave to convex curvature.
The differential cross section seems to cross over der +

/
dt at t =t, at all energies up to 1.8 TeV. It will be in-
teresting to see what changes occur in the pp and pp
diA'erential cross sections in the SppS- Fermilab
Tevatron-CERN Large Hadron Collider-Supercon-
ducting Super Collider energy region.
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FIG. 2. Scaling behavior of the differential cross section
da/dt divided by o, /16tr. The observed differential cross sec-
tions of pp scattering [3,4, 12l are plotted against the scaling
variable a, ItI/x
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